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Despite a number of remarkable results on the ground: As
river basin management under the WFD has entered into the
second 6-year cycle, achievement of good status is still the
exception for most waters, in Germany as in other
EU member states.
In approaching 2027 (the end of the third management cycle),
it will be important that exemptions do not become the rule
and environmental ambition is not watered down. With respect to the 2019 review of the WFD, we call for upholding the
clear objectives for good ecological, chemical and quantitative status of our waters, so that these can provide suitable
habitat for their typical ﬂora and fauna. Throughout the EU,
a precautionary approach must safeguard our drinking water
resources.

me überwiegend in englischer Originalfassung.
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Clear Water and
Healthy Rivers
A CHANGE OF COURSE IN AGRICULTURAL POLICY –
FOR THE BENEFIT OF EUROPE‘S WATERS

The countries of the European Union have set out to
meet the ambitious EU-wide „good status“ objectives
for their inland and coastal waters. In contradiction to
these aims however, they also agreed on an EU Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) which, along with national subsidy schemes, continues to be one of the major threats
to the health of rivers, lakes, groundwater and seas.
While there is ample knowledge and experience on how
to make farming more sustainable, only a small portion
of the 55 billion euro budget of the CAP incentivizes
ecologically beneﬁcial practices. The bulk of its public
money effectively works towards exacerbating agricultural pressures and impacts on the aquatic environment
from source to sea.
Reducing eutrophication and better nutrient
retention are core tasks for better water protection in agriculture.
„Verminderung der Nährstoffbelastung –
zentrales Thema für Flussgebietsmanagement,
Trinkwasserversorgung und Meeresschutz“
(2016)

The European Union’s Water Framework Directive (WFD) marked the beginning of a new era of European Water Policy when
it came into force on 22nd December, 2000. For the ﬁrst time,
objectives for the ecological status of surface waters were
deﬁned along with a binding timeframe for their achievement
and respective monitoring requirements. A non-deterioration
obligation for the status of water bodies was introduced.
River basin-wide management plans were launched, requiring
a high degree of transparency and public participation. Water
management under the WFD is based on a combination of legal
provisions including regulatory and planning instruments as
well as a set of economic instruments. In doing so, the WFD
continues to be the role model for progressive environmental
policy in Europe.

GRÜNE LIGA WATER POLICY OFFICE

AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is responsible for most of the inputs of nutrients and
pesticides, the impairment of riparian zones and ﬂoodplains, continued drainage of wetlands as well as overabstraction for irrigation. The 2013 reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
failed to deliver a substantial contribution to reducing subsidies
that are harmful for the health of European waters and its seas.
So, virtually no progress was made in the policy ﬁeld where by far
the largest amount of European funds is being spent.
Drinking water suppliers are more and more concerned, as roughly
a third of Germany’s near-surface groundwater exceeds the environmental quality and drinking water standard of 50 mg nitrate
per liter. For 25 years now, Germany’s agricultural policy has not
taken the obligations of the EU’s Nitrates Directive of 1991 serious. Missing integration of water protection aims into agricultural policies – but also into policies on energy and infrastructure
– is among the biggest shortcomings of implementing the WFD on
the political level.

GRÜNE LIGA (Green League) was founded
as a network of environmental grassroots organizations in East Germany in
March 1990 – shortly after the fall of the
Berlin wall, and half a year before the
reuniﬁcation of the country. The members of our network work on a variety of
environmental topics. GRÜNE LIGA is a
leading environmental NGO in the ﬁeld
of water policy in Germany.
The Elbe river basin, which is shared by four nations and ten
federal German states, is a regional focus of our work. The Water
Policy Ofﬁce has observer status in the International Commission
for the Protection of the Elbe River (IKSE) and in the German
inter-state coordination group Flussgebietsgemeinschaft Elbe
(FGG Elbe). The Elbe basin stretches from Southern Bohemia to
the North Sea, among the cities in the basin are Prague, Dresden,
Berlin and Hamburg.

EEB WATER WORKING GROUP
The Water Policy Ofﬁce has been an active member of the Water
Working Group of the European Environmental Bureau (EEB) in
Brussels for almost 20 years right from the start of the EU-wide
drafting process of the Water Framework Directive. The EEB’s view
on the future of EU water policy is summarized in our common
position “The EEB’s Main Priorities on the Blueprint to Safeguard
Europe’s Water Resources”. The ﬁrst and foremost task is to save
European freshwater biodiversity from infrastructure damage,
such as new hydropower dams and inland waterway projects. In
line with the EEB, we also advocate a fundamental reform of the
EU’s Common Agricultural Policy, in particular since agriculture is
the main cause of eutrophication, one of the biggest threats to
Europe’s inland waters and seas.

WILD & SCENIC® FILM FESTIVAL – FLUSSFILMFEST BERLIN

BROCHURES

GRÜNE LIGA hosted the Wild & Scenic Film Festival in Berlin in
January 2016 – bringing this environmental ﬁlm festival to Europe
for the ﬁrst time. Over the course of three days, the festival
combined ﬁlm screenings, thematic introductions and talks with
scientists and activists, along with opportunities to get together. Arranged in thematic sessions, the ﬁlm festival featured the
beauty of free-ﬂowing rivers, the need to save the last wild rivers
of Europe, and ways to oppose the global boom of hydropower dam
construction. One session was dedicated to East Germany‘s wild
heritage and the 25th anniversary of the National Park Program.
The 2017 festival will have a similar format, with satellite events
on alpine rivers in Munich and Vienna. Our partners in Berlin will
again be the Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and Inland
Fisheries (IGB Berlin), the social-ecological platform Getidos,
CounterCurrent, Patagonia and Berlin’s oldest cinema Moviemento.

While most GRÜNE LIGA publications are in German, we also
issued a number of English brochures on water policy and related
topics. They are available online at www.wrrl-info.de.

The Wild & Scenic Film Festival was
created by the South Yuba River Citizens
League (SYRCL) in Nevada City, California. Following a 4-day event in Nevada
City in January, the festival goes on tour
and is currently hosted in about 150
locations throughout the US and Canada
by partner organisations, making it the
largest of its kind in North America
(www.wildandscenicﬁlmfestival.org/ontour). The name of the festival alludes
to the “wild and scenic rivers” of the US, a network of free-ﬂowing
rivers of outstanding value under strict protection under federal or
state law.
“Wild & Scenic is a call to action. We show environmental and
adventure ﬁlms that illustrate the Earth’s beauty, the challenges
facing our planet and the work communities are doing to protect
the environment.”

„Water for Life – GRÜNE LIGA
Policy Paper on the UN Water for
Life decade and the water, Energy
and Food security Nexus“
(2012)

„The EEB‘s Main Priorities on
the Blueprint to Safeguard
Europe‘s Water Resources“
(2012)

„EU Common Agricultural Policy
2014–2020: CAP-Reform must
deliver to safeguard Europe‘s
waters“
(2012)

„Economic Instruments in the
Water Framework Directive:
An Opportunity for Water
Protection“
(2011)

So far in German only

„Wanderﬁsche willkommen! –
Ökologische Durchgängigkeit und
der Erhalt frei ﬂießender Flüsse
im Flussgebietsmanagement“
(2015)

„Flussauen zurückgewinnen –
natürlichen Wasserrückhalt
verbessern!“
(2014)

